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A Right Fit for Education
Ongoing disruption is accelerating Education’s need for 
new service level agreements with students and staff to 
ensure EVERY need is efficiently and sufficiently met. 

700+ Customers
Across Education

from 500-80K students Percent Customer 
Retention Rate
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Your Partner for Operational Transformation
The enterprise-level value of electronic forms, workflow automation and document management is rapidly 
becoming clear, as institutions across Education extend their utilization of Enterprise Content Management (ECM) 
to implement needed process improvements. At the same time, focus is shifting beyond right-fit ECM solutions—
landing upon right-fit ECM vendors. Here are a few reasons why Softdocs should be your trusted ECM partner 
moving forward:

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
Solution suites of some ECM providers consist of client-server applications that are reliant on individual desktop 
installations, providing limited browser-based functionality and minimal support for mobile devices. Softdocs 
solutions are different. In fact, the Softdocs solution suite was designed, and is constantly being advanced, with  
the needs and processes of the Education space as the key focus.  

Architected for the cloud, and featuring a platform-responsive design, Etrieve by Softdocs combines content 
management, electronic forms and workflow automation functionality into a seamless ECM experience for every 
user. Built on the latest technology leveraging HTML5, Etrieve runs on any browser, platform and device, allowing 
your students and employees to securely and conveniently access the content they need, wherever they may be. 

Available as a standalone print customization solution, or to be leveraged in conjunction with your Etrieve deployment, 
Serve by Softdocs delivers the ability to graphically enhance ERP print output with fully customizable document 
templates, complete with digital delivery and archival capabilities. 

ROBUST INTEGRATIONS 
The Softdocs solution suite is capable of integrating with Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems, Student 
Information Systems (SIS), and other trusted campus applications. Extending the benefit of the systems already within 
your technology stack, Softdocs solutions-when integrated-create new frontline efficiencies, aid in the creation of 
comprehensive digital records, and support data consistency institution-wide. Over the last 20+ years, Softdocs has 
not only worked with many K-12 and higher education institutions, but a number of leading ERP/SIS providers in the 
education space as well, to develop valuable integration points and techniques for the Softdocs solution suite. 
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We brought in various vendors, talked with them, demos, all of that … and 
eventually Softdocs emerged as the clear choice for our institution. During 
the decision-making process, Softdocs’ focus on Higher Education was very 
distinctive. Softdocs had already cultivated a strong partnership with our 
ERP provider, developed many valuable integration points and were in the 
development pipeline for new integration that was recently announced.

LAURA KAPPERT

DIRECTOR OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES
ELON UNIVERSITY

CLOUD-FIRST METHODOLOGY  
With much of Education routinely seeing significant savings and improved performance by moving key applications 
to the cloud, Softdocs’ cloud-first methodology is particularly noteworthy to institutions seeking an ECM vendor. 
Through a partnership with Microsoft Azure, Softdocs provides significant improvements in security, disaster 
recovery and compliance. 

PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT AND SERVICES 
With a tremendous amount of potential built into the Etrieve and Serve solutions, Softdocs wants to ensure that 
you-and your end users-achieve the optimal benefit from your Softdocs deployment. From strategic planning and 
consulting to scheduled health checks and solutions review, even advanced certification training, the Softdocs 
Professional Services team is invested in your continued success. Support cases are promptly and thoroughly 
reviewed, discussed and resolved by a team of professionals not only familiar with the details of your deployment, 
but also with the education space and its processes. 

AN EDUCATION FOCUS 
Since being founded in 1998, Softdocs has focused solely on serving the education space by designing, developing 
and delivering the solutions needed to simplify time-intensive processes and bolster the experience enjoyed by 
institutions’ students and staff. Every line of code written, every integration developed and every partnership 
founded has been to advance the Softdocs solution suite to best support every educational institution that 
chooses Softdocs as their ECM partner. 


